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Ⅰ：Software deployment  
1:Deployment mode  
1:The software is distributed in GZ or zip, and can be run after decompression.

2:The program entry is main.exe, which execute under the windows cmd line. Such as example: 
CMD > CD to the program directory, enter main.

3:Environment dependence: the target computer should be installed with ArcGIS Desktop 10.2 
and above, JDK 1.8 and above.

4:The ArcGIS license server administrator on the target computer is started and with the 
corresponding function license.
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5:For the operation of geographic database (Oracle / SQL Server / PostgreSQL / MySQL), the target 
computer needs to have the client of the 
corresponding database and be correctly configured to establish a connection with the 
corresponding database. To publish the feature service, the ArcGIS Server also requires the client 
of the correspondding database to be configured correctly and be able to establish a connection 
with the corresponding database. It should be noted that the ArcGIS desktop is 32-bit and needs 
32-bit database client, while the ArcGIS Server is 64 bit and 
needs 64 bit database client. About how to connection between ArcGIS anddatabase, you can 
refer to ArcGIS help document or online document.

2:Operation mode  
Command line execution main.exe The running process supports GUI interface operation and 
command line output.

3: Function list:  
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Func Modular
Sub items(all in workflow,
batch mode.)

 

Map Query
& View

Shp/Layer/
Feature Class

Layer table information, field
structure, feature type, geometry
type, coordinate system, spatial
index overview.

 

  Layer Data Layer data query and map view.  

 
Latitude
longitude

The longitude and latitude data
statistics report of each element
in the layer table.

 

  Statistics

Count statistics of feature class
in layer table and calculation of
center point coordinate of whole
range.

 

  Map view Vector and image map display.  

   
Symbol setting for point, line,
polygon and other elements to
display.

 

Vector data
proces sing

Data Import &
Export

Shp to featureClass FeatureClass to Shp

    Json to featureClass FeatureClass to Json

    Kml/Kmz to featureClass
FeatureClass to
Kml/Kmz

    Txt to featureClass FeatureClass to Txt

    Csv to featureClass FeatureClass to Csv

    Dbf to featureClass FeatureClass to Dbf

    Excel to featureClass FeatureClass to Excel

 
Append
Merge

Feature class append according
the parameters.

 

   
Feature class merge according
the parameters.

 

 
Map data
migration

Shp migrates to the designated
location.

 

    Shp to Gdb.  

    Shp to Mdb.  

   
Shp to enterprise
geodatabase:support:Oracle/SQL
Server/ PostgreSQL.

 

    Gdb to Shp.  

    Gdb to Mdb.  



Func Modular
Sub items(all in workflow,
batch mode.)

 

   
Gdb to enterprise
geodatabase:support:Oracle/SQL
Server/ PostgreSQL.

 

    Mdb to Shp  

    Mdb to Gdb。  

   
Mdb to enterprise
geodatabase:support:Oracle/SQL
Server/ PostgreSQL.

 

   
Oracle/SQL Server/PostgreSQL to
Shp。

 

   
Oracle/SQL Server/PostgreSQL to
Gdb。

 

   
Oracle/SQL Server/PostgreSQL to
Mdb。

 

Raster
process

Slice Merge
Compress

Raster is sliced according to the
parameters.

 

   
Raster is merged according to
the parameters.

 

   
Raster is compressed according
to the parameters.

 

 
raster data
convert

The raster being convert
according to the parameters.
Including data format, pixel
depth, color mapping, band and
so on.

 

  Data optimize
Build pyramid to improve
loading and preview speed.

 

   
Nodata value processing,
remove the black background
caused by invalid pixels.

 

Coordinate
Sys tran
sform&
reprojection

Vector layer
converted to
specified CS
by
parameters.

   

 

Raster layer
converted to
specified CS
by
parameters.

   



Func Modular
Sub items(all in workflow,
batch mode.)

 

Create Mxd Vector
Create vector mxd according to
the specified parameters.

 

  Raster
Create raster mxd according to
the specified parameters.

 

Publish
Map ser ver

MapServer
Publish MapServer according to
specified parameters.

 

  FtrServer
Publish FeatureServer according
to specified parameters.

 

  ImgServer
Publish ImgServer according to
specified parameters.

 

GeoDB
Manage

ArcGIS Oracle

Create geo
database,host map
data,provide feature
server, and realize
map online ed itting
and storage and
include OGC map se
rvice such as
wms/wfs/wcs/kml.

    SQL Server  

    PostgreSQL  

  GeoServer PostgreSQL  

    MySQL  

    Oracle&Others  

Data
process for
GeoServ er

DB Connect
ion

PostGIS
Initialize save the
PostGIS connection.

    MySQL
Initialize save the
MySQL connection.

  Data import PostGIS
Shp imp to PostGIS
for published in
GeoServer.

    MySQL
Shp imp to MySQL for
published in
GeoServer.

  Data export PostGIS
PostGIS data exp to
shp.

    MySQL
MySQL data exp to
shp.



Func Modular
Sub items(all in workflow,
batch mode.)

 

 
Map query &
preview

query
Query attribute and
spatial data.

    preview
Map server layer
preview。

Log record
& query

GIS data
conversion
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

GIS data imp
& exp
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

GIS data
append &
merge
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

Raster
compressed、
sliced、
merged
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

Raster
pyramided
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

Raster noData
value
processed
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

 

Coordinate
system
conversion
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   



Func Modular
Sub items(all in workflow,
batch mode.)

 

 

Map server
published
workflow log
and query by
condition.

   

Ⅱ：Instructions  
1: Software function overview  
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Work area
Sub applications in tab
panel

 

System
settings

GIS Server Create and save the GIS Server connection.

  Enterprise Geo DB Create Geodb and save the connection.

    Create and save the Geodb connection.

Help about License and regist

  help How to use

Function
area

Map query & view Vector and raster query and preview.

  Vector process Vector data process and convert in workflow.

  Raster process Raster data process and convert in workflow.

  Coordinate Sys
Coordinate sys transform or reproject in
workflow.

  ArcGIS Server
Map service query and export and map
preview.

  Geo database
Enterprise GeoDB query and export and map
preview.

  Log query
Log of process classify, query and trace by
time.

2: System settings  

2.1: GIS Server connection  
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Server host = ArcGIS Server host name or IP address, the default port is 6080,according to the 
actual situation. The account is site administrator account ofArcGIS Server. Please confirm with 
ArcGIS Server administrator.

2.2: Geo database creation  

ArcGIS supports Oracle, SQL server, PostgreSQL, DB2, infomix and other relational databases as 
geo databases. This software support Oracle, SQL server, PostgreSQL. Before performing this 
operation, please make sure there is a client program connected with the above database on the 
computer. The database client can be downloaded from the database website. Pay attention to 
the version number. ArcGIS desktop is a 32-bit, so it only supports 32-bit client connection. ArcGIS 
Server is a 64 bit, so only supports 64 bit client connection. Here is how to create a geographic 
database in Oracle.

Here, the service instance of Oracle is the database name. It’s the object of geo database build in 
and must be exist in advance. The following is how to 
create a geo database in SQL server.
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Here the service instance of SQL server is the data service name of SQL server. The default is 
MSSqlServer,please confirm with database administrator. The “DBA Account”is the account to sign 
in with db administrator mode which default is "sa". The “New Geodb”is the name of the 
geodatabase to be created. Different from Oracle, the “New Geodb” which input will be created in 
this process and the new Geodb’s account is “sde” default that cannot be modified. The following 
is how to create a geographic database in PostgreSQL.



The “New Geodb”is the name of the geodatabase to be created. Different from Oracle, the “New 
Geodb” which input will be created in this process and the new Geodb’s account is “sde” default 
that cannot be modified. All operations need the valid ArcGIS authorization ecp file. If the 
geodatabase already exists, you only need to create a connection. The following is the process of 
creating a geographic database connection.

2.3: Geo database connection  

1: create an Oracle Geodatabase connection
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Here, the instance is the Oracle database name.

2: create a SQL Server Geodatabase connection



The GeoDatabase input is name of the Geodatabase that has been created in SQL Server which 
you want to connect.

3: create a PostgreSQL Geodatabase connection:



The GeoDatabase input is name of the Geodatabase that has been created in SQL erver which 
you want to connect.

3:Shp&Feature class query and preview  
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In the map display area, you can query and display vector and image maps of different data 
sources, and display layer data in the form of a list, including 
layer name, feature type, geometric type, coordinate system type, name and code, whether there 
is a spatial index, and the number of features in each layer. Each record in the list can be 
operated by right-click menu, such as skipping to map data and preview interface.

Set map element symbol,here is is an example in the Chinese environment,software can 
automatically detect the language environment.



Map preview:

4:Feature Class process  
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4.1: Data covert to map features  

The above functional areas support the conversion of SHP, JSON, KML, KMZ, TXT,CSV, DBF, Excel 
and other formats to map feature data. Click to enter the function interface, as follows:
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In the program, several input areas can be added to the queue area to form a queue list by 
“MoveTo” clicked. In the target selection area, the target path
supports physical path, GDB, MDB and SDE enterprise geo database, covering all types of GIS 
applications. Thus, a data processing workflow is formed. Click "doTransform" to start batch data 
processing, and the processing process automatically saves the log.

4.2: Map features to other types  
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The above functional areas support featureclass to SHP, JSON, KML, KMZ, TXT,CSV, DBF, Excel and 
other types of data. Click to enter the function interface,as follows:

In the program, several input areas can be added to the selection area to form a queue list by 
“MoveTo” clicked. Input data support SHP, GDB file type geographic database, MDB personal 
geographic database, SDE enterprise type geographic database, covering all types of GIS 
applications. Output types support SHP,JSON, KML, KMZ, TXT, CSV, DBF, Excel: a data processing 
workflow is formed.Click " doTransform " to start batch data processing. The process 
automatically saves the log.

4.3:Append and merge features  
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Map feature classes, including SHP layer, GDB feature class, MDB feature class and SDE enterprise 
geo database feature class which are data tables to store spatial geographic information actually. 
In the production process, the application of appending or merging multiple layer data to one 
layer will be 
very many. In the face of this demand, we provide the following concise functions, and refine the 
corresponding rules that should be followed. The 
functions are as follows:

4.3.1:Features append  
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Feature class append supports multiple to one addition of any data source from SHP, GDB, MDB, 
SDE to SHP, GDB, MDB, and SDE. It controls whether the source data and target data are allowed 
to have field structure differences or filter through test or no test parameters. Test mode is forced 
to limit, and the source data and target data format must be consistent, otherwise it cannot be 
run; no test mode will filter field mapping, and only the source data conforming to the mapping 
rules will be appended. Select no test mode, and the interface will provide the following field 
mapping selection methods:

Please use the default mapping method Unless you specifically determined. The 
workflow model is as follows:



4.3.2:Features merge  

You can click "create new dataset" or "create new feature class" to assign the target data to a new 
location.

create new dataset
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create new feature class

The select datasets come from the Geodatabase which you select.Feature class merging supports 
many to one merging of any data source from SHP, GDB, MDB, SDE to SHP, GDB, MDB, SDE. The 
field mapping method is the same as appending. It controls the field merging strategy. Unless 
specifically determined, the default mapping method is used. The workflow model is as follows:

4.4: Feature classes migration  

Feature migration is to migrate the feature classes in SHP, GDB, MDB and SDE to the specified 
target path, and automatically complete the data format 
conversion. The following is the conversion model:

4.４.1: feature class migration model  
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4.４.2: Feature class migration  
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4.４.3: the execution process is as follows  

4.5: Standard coordinate system conversion  

Supports the mutual conversion between all geographic and projection coordinate systems with 
EPSG standard definition. The source data in the conversion queue can have different coordinate 
systems, and can be converted to the specified geographic or projected coordinate system. The 
transformation model of coordinate system is as follows (only some representative geographical 
and projection coordinate systems are selected as examples), and other coordinate systems are 
treated in the same way.

Interface description of standard coordinate system transformation:
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In the coordinate system selection drop-down box of the target area, select the target coordinate 
system for final conversion.

５: Raster processing  

It includes raster compression, raster slice, raster merge, raster conversion, noDataValue set and 
raster pyramid construction. The explanation is as follows:

5.1: Image compression  
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The setting of compression parameters can be guided and selected according to the program 
interface, and the pyramid can be constructed to index the images hierarchically, which is very 
effective for improving the loading and display speed of big data images. The invalid value in the 
image will cause black background. Selecting the invalid value processing option will automatically 
filter the invalid pixels in the compression process, so as to improve the image quality and 
simplify the processing flow. The log will be saved during processing, and a message will be 
prompted after processing.

5.2:Raster slice  

The slice number is set by the segmentation base of the target area. The rule is that the length 
and width are divided according to the selected number, and the final number of slices is n * n. In 
the process, you can choose whether to process the invalid value of the segmented image, so as 
to avoid the appearance of black invalid pixels. If the segmented source image itself has filtered 
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the invalid value, it can keep the status quo and do not deal with it, which depends on clarifying 
the invalid value state of the source data in advance.

The above image is the contrast between the sliced image and the original image.

5.3:Raster merge  

Merging and slice is a reverse process. The program can synthesize a complete image in the same 
coordinate system.

The merging rules are controlled by the parameters of the target area, and the suitable merging 
mode can be selected by the matching of speed and precision. It can deal with the invalid value of 
the merged image, so as to avoid the appearance of black invalid pixels. If all the merged source 
images have been filtered with invalid values, they can remain as they are and not be processed, 
depending on the metadata state. The construction of the pyramid helps to improve the loading 
speed of the image, which can be executed selectively.
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5.4: Raster conversion  

The raster is transformed among different data types, pixel depth, color map table, band and 
multi-dimensional data processing.

5.5: Raster coordinate system transformation  

The image class with standard coordinate system definition is the same as the transformation of 
vector layer coordinate system. It can be converted between different coordinate systems. The 
program provides the conversion process processing to realize batch chemical list. The following 
are the operating procedures:
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5.6: Raster pyramid building  

The pyramid can speed up the image loading. Program supports the parametric batch generation 
of image pyramid.

6:Create mxd workflow  
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6.1: Vector layers mxd  

The program supports batch combination of SHP layer, GDB, MDB and SDE to form MXD map 
document.

6.1.1：Work model  

Specification: layers in the same document must have the same coordinate system.

6.1.2：Operation interface  

MXD map documents can be used to publish map services of MapServer and featureserver types. 
The default service name is MXD name. When you want to publish, you can rename MXD in the 
publishing process. However, for convenience and error avoidance, it is recommended to name 
MXD in English.
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6.2：Raster layer mxd  

The program supports batch combination of img, TIF, GIF and other image layers to form MXD 
map documents.

7:Publish map servers  

7.1：publish map server  

7.1.1：workflow model  

7.1.2: operation interface  
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7.2：publish feature server  

7.2.1：workflow model  

7.2.2: operation interface  
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①:The max returns per request: it’s the maxium return features number per user request, this 
depends on your needs and the capacity of the server, not the larger the better.

②:The following service wms/wfs/wcs are standardized map service that follows OGC 
specification and can be shared among different map platforms.

8: Map service information  

8.1: Map service list  

Map services in the list can be right-click to export to SHP, Excel, JSON and CSV, and map preview 
can be carried out. Users can create new ArcGIS Server 
connections in this case and publish map server to and export mapserver list.
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8.2: Map service export and map preview  

8.2.1: export map service to excel (example)  

Select GIS Server in the Server list and click the “Export MapServer List” button to export the 
services list hosted in the server. Such as the following 
excel.

8.2.2: Data and map preview  

1: Data query

2: Map symbolic settings
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The map is displayed and previewed according to the symbolic settings



9: Geo database query  

9.1: Table query  
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9.2: Table export  

Select the data list, right-click to select the export type and path, you can create a data table to 
export to the specified path, export data support SHP, 
Excel, JSON, CSV format.

9.3: Map preview  

Select the data list and right-click to select map and data preview to preview the selected data 
table.
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Map symbolic settings

Map view



10: Log query  

10.1: log category directory  

10.2: log query  
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11: User help  

CTRL + mouse wheel can control the zoom of the content page to achieve the best reading effect.
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